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Abstract: EPS-500 is a propulsion subsystem concept with integrated functions
gathering a thruster, a power processing unit, a fluid control device and its command
electronics which, individually, are at TRL4. This activity is supported by SNECMA and
CNES and the current maturity level obtained for EPS-500 is a TRL3 with the test of
innovative individual functions. All the functions are optimized for the available power and
for low cost recurrent hardware. The overall performances are compatible with 250kg class
mass, low power satellite, LEO missions or GEO station keeping missions for small or big
satellites according to the requested total impulse. The 500W version is designed to perform
up to 0.5MN.s total impulse at around 30 mN thrust. Two other versions, dedicated to lower
and higher input power around 300W and 700W, are under study with a minimum
hardware modifications. This article describes the EPS-500 architecture function
optimizations. It describes the different prototype activities for electronic supplies, thruster
performance and fluid management. Articulations between power processing, flow rate
implementation, thruster firing are declined towards lowering the number of electronic
functions. Tests results show good thruster efficiency around 40%, good electric power
supply efficiency above 90%, and fluid management data within expected global
performance even at supercritical Xenon temperature and pressure conditions.
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I.

Introduction

T

HE EPS500 is a fully integrated electric propulsion subsystem. Such concept of electric propulsion (EP) aims at
approaching chemical type propulsion integration at system level. Integrated subsystems or similar approach
already exist in the past and were tested in flight or ready for flying1-4. Our approach is to push the concept to its
limits for performance to cost ratio optimization. We present the overall subsystem declination for adequate
performances (ISP, Thrust) towards specific mission type. Descriptions of the different main functions with their
TRL status are detailed with emphasis on specific way of subsystem use. PPS® Thruster was already studied5, the
power processing unit with auxiliary power supply philosophy is described with first results, and the pressure
regulator unit is detailed with its specific tests including around the Xenon critical point.

II.

EPS500 Subsystem innovative concepts and declinations

To achieve objectives, we come back to the initial specification for a propulsion subsystem and analyze the real
spacecraft needs. It becomes clear that the need for thrust is closely linked to an impulse demand from the spacecraft
and those specifications were often derived from classical chemical propulsion with its advantages and drawbacks.
Looking at the classical thrust equation F = m ∆V/ ∆t, it appears that the demand from spacecraft is ∆V, mass m
is a spacecraft constraint, thrust F and firing time ∆t concern the propulsion subsystem. For a single station keeping
thrust demand, spacecraft mass will not change in a way that it is mandatory to take into account the decrease of
spacecraft mass during firing, the firing time should be limited to optimize the trajectory performance and the fuel
consumption. Due to the high thrust, this is done naturally for chemical propulsion, but for EP, this is a more
stringent constraint that may lead to small performances decrease. Of course, for very high impulse needs, the
criticality of thrust and firing time decreases as far as the propulsion subsystem knowledge is good enough. Anyway,
in that case, there is often secure strategy of firing with for example a long pulse followed by orbit evaluation and
shorter correction pulses to achieve the goal.
As an example, the needs for minimum impulse bit for chemical thruster were converted to a level of precision
for the thrust itself because the duration of firing was always short and was already critical. For electric propulsion,
this level of thrust knowledge is still important but the thrust firing time is also a parameter of the same importance
with lower criticality because of the low thrust level. As far as the impulse per firing is the real need, the real critical
parameter is the firing time per thrust level integral:

Any good knowledge of the thrust during time is enough to fulfill requirements of firing impulse, this allows
relaxing the flow rate constant level if the transfer function between thrust and flow rate is well known.
From these above considerations, we perform studies to concentrate the fluid feeding functions, the electrical
power supply functions and the thrust functions. We also optimize the subsystem with architecture simplification
about redundancies and with functional sequence
simplifications to avoid too costly components in
electronics. Thermal constraints were also addressed to
minimize thermal control device at spacecraft interface.
A. EPS500 subsystem studies
The EPS500 propulsion subsystem requirement was
initially based on a 500W available input power. The total
impulse targeted for the subsystem is 500kN.s for the
same input power. Performances of the PPS®X00 first
prototype shows that the thruster could achieve extended
range of this input power between 300W up to 700W.
After that first performance evaluation, it became clear
that the range of mission could be extended from specific
LEO missions to small satellite with lower power (orbit
control, drag compensation and end of life disposal) and to
small GEO satellite commercial missions (station keeping)
or even bigger satellites (East West Station Keeping in
case of orientation mechanism failure for North South
Station Keeping). This drive the subsystem extension

Figure 1. EPS-500
propulsion
subsystem
architecture. EPS-500 architecture with thruster
(PPS), power processing unit (PPU) and pressure
regulation unit (PRU) mounted on the same structure.
Interface with satellite is between thruster and PPU.
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studies with the same objective of cost reduction.
Optimizations have been done from initial design to decrease electronic complexity and to minimize the thermal
load on the spacecraft. This led to a more flat electronic box with additional external radiators dedicated to
electronics cooling, see figure 1. Interface sizes have grown to the allowed 250mm x 250mm while the height above
spacecraft skin has been kept to less than 100mm.
The input of the subsystem is the propulsion fluid at high pressure (typically Xenon at up to 150bar), the electric
power from power bus (typically at 28V for low earth orbit platforms or 50V to 100V for some other platforms) and
the communication bus with the different simple commands, control and health monitoring of the subsystem.
To achieve the three main missions, the operational functional points are evaluated for thrust from 15mN to
30mN and 40mN, and for subsystem specific impulse from 1300s to 1500s with respectively 300W, 500W and
700W at subsystem level.
B. EPS500 subsystem declinations for typical missions
Usually, the operating point for the mission is known well in advance during the mission definition, so we
considered that at the time of propulsion subsystem supply order, these data would be available without real change
in the thruster and subsystem performance. This allows doing some adjustment during manufacturing that lead to
less complex electronics and subsystem architecture.
Based on this principle, the EPS500 is declined for each main component (Power Processing Unit [PPU],
Thruster [PPS®], and Pressure Regulation Unit [PRU]) with some minor modifications.
PPU modifications are concentrated on the electronic power supply card that allows optimizing the efficiency for
each power (300W, 500W, 700W) and adapting to the input power bus (28V for 300W and 500W, 50V-100V for
500W and 700W). Auxiliary power supply, logic and sequence of operations cards are identical.
PPS® modifications are concentrated on the channel size to optimize the gas density towards available magnetic
field and eventually front plate for magnetic field shape adjustments. Interfaces, structure, cathode, anode and
Magnetic field generator are identical hardware.
PRU modifications are concentrated on the internal pressure level (together with a few electronic hardware
components modifications), high pressure and low pressure flow restrictors levels to adapt the total flow rate to
anode and cathode needs for each power.
All other functions are performed with identical hardware such as structural and thermal architecture, power
supplies for heaters, pressure transducer and valves, or general hardware comprising pressure transducer, valves,
etc…This leads to a family of EPS500 subsystem called EPS500-300, EPS500-500, and EPS500-700 for the
currently foreseen input power range.

III.

PPS®X00 prototype and evolutions

HET low power capability has been widely demonstrated through
numerous thrusters all over the world mainly on test bench. A few of
them went across the qualification process to get their flying
certification and successful mission.
The PPS®X00 first prototype has been tested5 and has shown good
anode efficiency for this category of thruster and help to select the
functional points for each input power available. The selected thrust
and system specific impulse target are described in Table 2. The two
lines about specific impulse translate the loss that occurs for short
firing because of gas losses during thruster starting and stops in the
highly simplified version.
Because of the flow rate optimization towards plasma density, for
the different powers, the channel width will be adapted together with
the front plate. All other components are identical for each input
power.

IV.

Figure 2. Thruster PPS®X00 prototype
n°1. Thruster firing during initial
validation test Designed for 300W, it shows
anode efficiencies up to 40%5

Power Processing Unit concept and critical power supply prototype

One of the many goals of the EPS-500 subsystem is to design as far as possible a highly compact and efficient
plasma thruster system, integrating novel technologies and design approaches in many applicable fields. Due to the
power processing unit being highly integrated in the subsystem, and the inevitable heat load from the thruster nearby
the electronics, this imposes a careful design approach when integrating this part into the overall system.
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Figure 3. EPS500 PPU architecture
The power processing unit for the EPS-500 has to fulfill the following tasks:
· Input filtering and EMC protection on the primary power bus
· Valve commands (Xe mass flow regulation)
· Anode power generation and keeper functions
· Magnet and Heater current generation
· Thruster filtering protection (Filter Unit)
· S/C communication bus I/F
· Sequencer functions
During the first phase of the project, the main design and pre-development effort was aimed at the anode power
supply architecture. This part is considered the most critical from a thruster point of view and is also the highest heat
generator which in conjunction with the additional thruster heat load could be a critical design issue for the thermal
aspects of the EPS-500 system.
The figure 3 shows the different elements making up the entire EPS-500 Power Processing Unit.
A major difficulty in designing the anode converter was the fact that the primary power bus was a non-regulated
28V bus, presenting a voltage span of 24 – 34V. This, together with the relatively high input current on the primary
power bus, approximately 20A, the thermal constraint aspects, imposed a highly optimized anode converter design.
The requirement on the EPS-500 system’s power consumption was limited to 500W for the version developed for
this phase of the project. This means that the available power to the thruster is roughly 400W (max), at different
anode voltages (150V - 400V). It was decided that the anode converter be optimized for a desired anode voltage of
250V, knowing that the efficiency would be lower at 150V and 400V.
C. Anode power module architecture (F4)
The chosen architecture for the anode power supply is a full-bridge phase shift converter with active secondary
diodes snubber to limit the power drawn from the primary power bus, required to be less than 500W continuously.
The anode power supply has to be isolated from the primary due to the requirement imposed by the thruster of
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having the anode power supply floating electrically against ground. The active power management acts on the
output voltage and total power level applied on the anode power output, knowing that the additional power supplies
are less critical from a transient power surge point of view.
Due to the relatively low input power bus voltage and power level, the primary circuit MOSFETs could be
chosen from a lower voltage (#100V) class of transistors presenting a low RDSON. However, the fact that the
transistors work under low voltage / high current imposed the choice of having two (2) transistors in parallel to limit
the losses due to the global RDSON and overall requirements on converter efficiency.
To be able to regulate precisely the output voltage and power, the PWM control circuit is placed on the
secondary side and referenced to the cathode reference potential (CRP). The regulation of the primary MOSFETs is
performed through a transformer isolated circuit to guarantee the galvanic isolation between primary and secondary
side.
The fact to be able to supply at constant power output (400W) within a large voltage span (150 V – 400V)
penalizes heavily the electrical performances of the anode converter module. This is due to the accumulation of high
secondary output voltage (400V) and high output current (400W/150V=2.7A). Nethertheless the efficiency obtained
(computation and measurement) are fully acceptable.
D. Breadboard anode equipment (Figure 4)
During the pre-development, an anode breadboard
equipment was developed aiming at validating the anode
module architecture chosen for the EPS-500.
A certain number of elements had to be specifically
developed to be able to meet the stringent requirements
imposed on this module. This was in particular true for the
transformer, which was identified early in the project as a Figure 4. Electronic power supply breadboard.
Electronic anode discharge power breadboard tested
potential “bottleneck” component, with regard to the strong
at 500W (infrared image showing that hot spots are
requirements on efficiency and thermal dissipation aspects.
The converter works at a switching frequency of fully acceptable at component level).
200kHz.
Results concerning the efficiency and performance of the chosen architecture have confirmed the very good
behavior of the topology in general. Below is a table synthesizing the overall performances at two different anode
output voltage levels at different primary power bus input voltage levels.
Measurements
Pout (W)

Efficiency
Vin (V)
η (%)
22
94,3
≈ 400W
279.6
24
94,8
28
94,4
30
93,9
22
93.0
399.3
24
94.0
28
93,8
30
93.2
≈ 200W
279.7
28
95.0
(mid-power)
399.4
28
91.8
Table 1. Breadboard measurement efficiency

V.

Vout (V)

Pressure Regulation Unit concept and prototype tests results

E. PRU concept description
The pressure regulation unit cumulates the functions of the usual pressure regulator and of flow rate regulation.
From remarks on spacecraft needs and observing the large Hall Effect Thruster range of possible working points, we
propose to perform a non-constant thrust during one firing to obtain the demanded impulse. This allows a huge
simplification of the fluid subsystem as sketched in figure 5 where the minimum valve number is obtained in the
fluid line. This is interesting when the number of thruster is limited, which is usually the case on spacecraft.
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The valve [5] is always
open during firing and is there
for emergency shut down and
double barrier for tightness.
The valve [6] cycle to feed
through the restrictor [7] the
volume [2]. Its pressure is
controlled through pressure
transducer and secured with
temperature measurement.
The size of volume [2] Figure 5. Sketch of Pressure Regulation Unit with thruster and power supply
allows integration close to the Storage subsystem [1] feed valves [5] and [6] at high pressure and restrictor [7]
thruster. A PRUX00 prototype allows regulating pressure in volume [2]. Fluid is dispatched through restrictor [3]
has been manufactured to check and [4] to feed thruster cathode [40] and thruster anode area [26].
the concept feasibility.
The life limitation is linked to the valve number of cycle and to the different volumes in the line. Accurate design
allows minimizing the size of the whole regulation subsystem to be mounted on the bottom of the PPU (see Figure
1). The only interface to the spacecraft is the high pressure tubing. For this type of thruster, a 3500h lifetime fulfills
most of the missions. So, we dimension this PRU for 5250h lifetime to get the qualification margin.
In this concept, the loss of the volume [2] gas after each firing occurs but due to the low volume size, this is
acceptable at system level. Anyway, the blow down firing process minimizes this loss of gas. A possible other
option is to implement the valve [5] after the volume [2] with a lower level of robustness for degraded operation
which appears for some operators as a drawback.
F. PRUX00 prototype tests
A prototype was manufactured for concept verifications purpose. It is modular and allows the change of
restrictor level and the change of volume [2] level to check different behavior and was built with one solenoid
cycling valve [6]. A thermal area was implemented around the valve and high pressure restrictor. Flowmeters were
positioned in the inlet line and in the two outlet lines. Tests have been performed between 3bar and up to 145bar
inlet pressure. The high inlet pressure was obtained at ambient temperature and needed specific supply. In fact, the
Xenon storage for spacecraft is done at a specific density level, typically 1600 kg/m3. It gives ambient pressure
storage around 75bar. The high pressure is obtained because of thermal excursion and result in same density level.
The test performed at ambient temperature and high pressure is a kind of extreme simulation test at higher density
(around 2000kg/m3) than what will be done at spacecraft level. Around the Xenon critical point; tests were done at
20°C and 10°C to check the subsystem regulation behavior.
Tests consisted in a series of regulation commands of the pressure using high pressure level, temperature
measurement and pressure measurement of the volume [2] conditions. The typical pressure measurement shows the
test sequence in figure 6. This test was foreseen at 5bar, 20bar, 55bar, 58bar, 60bar, 100bar, 150bar. Difficulties
occurred during testing and we obtained 145bar max for the very high pressure. Anyway, tests results with nitrogen
shows that the regulation could perform a very accurate pressure regulation with a very rapid activation of valves.
This would lead to millions of cycles. That number is higher than current space qualified valves. As foreseen, we
decrease the activation number with regulation parameters tuning toward a typical 18s cycle at 1bar of Xenon,
compatible with qualified number of cycles. The range of pressure obtained in the volume [2] was at its maximum at
+/-23% and +/-26% from 1bar regulation targeted for 20°C and 10°C. This was observed for very high inlet pressure
without surprise for ambient temperature and at
58bar for the 10°C test. This decreases to less than
16% and +/-18% from 1.5bar regulation. Anyway, it
remains compatible with thruster working range
capability. Several tests at higher pressure regulation
were done; this shows a better and better ratio
between higher pressure and lower pressure. The test
at 10°C was done with a temperature of the valve
and the restrictor below 9°C and we get surely Figure 6. Pressure Regulation Unit typical test:
supercritical Xenon at the inlet of the valve. This test Measured pressure in volume [2] versus pilot pressure with
was performed at the end because of potential risk of 55bar inlet pressure during time.
two fluidic phases overpressure. In fact, it shows a
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good behavior of the valve and of the regulation with a good tightness level before and after the test. This allows
performing regulation even with supercritical Xenon without heating it, but this has to be confirmed at lower
temperature that may be encountered in the spacecraft, such as -20°C to -45°C.
Without surprise, the time between pulses versus inlet pressure follow a curve close to the Xenon density curve.
With short time for low pressure inlet up to 40bar up to twice the initial value for high pressure. As far as we did not
introduce Xenon real gas model in the regulation, the calculated valve opening time is equivalent to the perfect gas
and the effect is to observe a longer delay between valve openings. This is coherent with Xenon density increase. A
similar behavior occurs with the test in cold conditions (see figure 7). The 58bar, 10°C test show a behavior in the
same range of the 142bar, 21°C test about delay between valve actuation. The general behavior was expected due to
the large difference in density for the two tests conditions, but this is still a small surprise because we expected a
behavior longer for the 142bar, 21°C test than for the cold test (respective expected density at 2000kg/m3 and
1800kg/m3). We can find explanations through even colder conditions because of cold depressurization for the 58bar
that could generate apparent colder conditions or also in the small time difference for the valve closing and opening
because of temperature difference or through the regulation law that takes into account the inlet pressure
information.
In any case, the behavior of the regulation keeps
the pressure well in the regulation range demand and
it was slightly affected by the temperature conditions
or the inlet pressure condition. This results in a
reproducible flow rate (even if the flow rate type of
measurement was too slow to give the maximum
peak due to the pressure difference in volume [2]).
Thanks to all these tests and results, the PRUX00
concept has reached the TRL4. Improvement of tests
conditions and colder tests in all pressure conditions
will allow exploring the range of capability of the
concept whose limits are unknown. We even
explored higher pressure regulation range up to 5bar
and reached a flow rate setting point close to the Figure 7. valve opening delay versus pressure: Regulated
Smart-1 operating point of the PPS®1350-G. The pressure in volume [2] (x axis), time (y axis), 58bar,21°C
next step will be to gather thruster, pressure before (blue) and after (orange) cold test, 58bar,10°C cold
regulation and regulation law to improve the EPS500 test (black), 142bar,21°C (green).
TRL from 3 to 4.

VI.

EPS Performance predictions

The EPS performance prediction includes all the losses of the subsystem. The Table 2 resumes the different
EPS500 performances with input power at nominal high and low level. The thrust level has been extrapolated from
tests results and we optimize the thrust level to the available input power from the PPU efficiency. The expected Isp
includes the cathode mass flow rate. The “No losses PRU Isp” column indicates Isp of thruster with cathode
consumption which represents an important fraction of the nominal flow rate. The column Isp 500s firing and 3600s
firing represents the Subsystem Isp reduction after the use of blow down and stop of the thruster at the minimum
level for the cathode flow rate. The gas residual pressure of the volume [2] is then lost across the thruster and its
impact on the performance decreases down to around 2% Isp losses with 1h firing time. The 500s firing time is
considered as a minimum firing time to keep still good performances.
EPS-500 input power PPU efficiency Peak Thrust No losses PRU Isp Isp 500s firing Isp 3600s firing
300W
94%
16.7 mN
1208s
1042s 13,7% 1182s 2,2%
500W
94%
28.9 mN
1264s
1072s 15,2% 1234s 2,4%
700W
94%
40.0 mN
1314s
1158s 11,9% 1290s 1,8%
Table 2. EPS® performance targets. Estimation from thruster tests results5, subsystem PRU properties
observed during tests and 94% efficiency for PPU as tested. Cathode consumption hypothesis is around 0.25mg/s
(and half this value for blow down limit).
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VII.

Conclusion

EPS500 critical components were submitted to individual tests at TRL4 level, demonstrating the capabilities of
new principles and confirming the foreseen performances that can be obtained by such a subsystem. The full
subsystem principles and performances are also defined and the concept reaches TRL3. After the demonstration of
the compatibility to supercritical Xenon, the gathering of the simplified Pressure Regulation Unit on a PPS®1350
thruster type with improved regulation is next promising steps to a low cost integrated subsystem.
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